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Abstract

One of the problems in network reprogramming is to guar-
antee 100 percent delivery of a large amount of data (the en-
tire binary image) in a lossy wireless channel. All the ex-
isting protocols on network reprogramming [1–6] use auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ) scheme to recover from packet
losses. We propose a new reliability scheme which is a hy-
brid approach of forward error correction (FEC) and ARQ.
We perform a case study on MNP, a multihop network repro-
gramming protocol, and study the effect of adding two differ-
ent FEC codes: simple XOR code and Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes [7], to MNP. We evaluate the new reliability approach
using TOSSIM. The simulation results show that adding sim-
ple XOR code to MNP can achieve up to 10% improvement
on reprogramming speed and up to 18% reduction on active
radio time (the major part of energy consumption). And we
show that RS codes perform even better.

Keywords: Sensor networks, Forward error correction, Data
dissemination

1. Introduction

Sensor networks have been proposed for a wide variety of
applications. A sensor network needs to operate unattended
for long periods of time. This requirement introduces sev-
eral difficulties. First, the environment evolves over time.
Predicting the whole set of actions that a sensor node might
need to perform is impossible in most applications. Second,
requirements are also likely to change. For example, with
growing understanding of the environment or with new tech-
nological advances, some assumptions are found to be in-
correct, and, hence, the specification needs to be modified
accordingly. Thus, reprogramming sensor nodes, i.e., chang-
ing the software running on sensor nodes after deployment,
is necessary for sensor networks.
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Network reprogramming requires 100 percent delivery of the
entire binary image (on the order of kilobytes), and hence
consumes significant communication bandwidth. However,
the transmissions are performed over the radio, which is
known as a low-bandwidth and lossy medium. Therefore the
reliability issues need to be addressed.

There are two basic methods to recover lost packets. One way
is to use automatic repeat request (ARQ). In ARQ schemes, a
receiver detects its own losses, and informs the sender of the
missing packets, either by sending requests (NACK) or ac-
knowledgements (pure ACK, implicit ACK, selective ACK,
etc.). The sender retransmits the repair packet if it knows
that a packet is lost. Another way to recover errors is to use
forward error correction (FEC). FEC provides reliability by
transmitting redundant packets in a proactive manner. The
most commonly used FEC scheme is (n, k) FEC. The fun-
damental of (n, k) FEC is to add n − k additional packets to
a group of k source packets (called a transmission group) so
that the receipt of any k packets at the receiver permits recov-
ery of the original k ones. There are different levels of FEC
schemes: packet-level, byte-level, bit-level. In the context of
reprogramming, we only examine the packet-level FEC.

The existing protocols on network reprogramming include
the single-hop reprogramming protocol XNP [1], and multi-
hop reprogramming protocols MOAP [2], Deluge [3], MNP
[4], Infuse [5], and Sprinkler [6]. All these protocols use au-
tomatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme to recover from packet
losses. ARQ is an effective reliability scheme, as an error
can always be recovered as long as the network is connected.
However, if the error rate is high, the requests and retrans-
missions for the missing packets consume significant energy.
In this paper, we examine the issue of adding FEC to the
ARQ-based reliability scheme of a reprogramming protocol.
We perform a case study on our previous work, MNP [4],
a multihop network reprogramming service for sensor net-
works. The proposed reliability scheme is a hybrid approach
of FEC and ARQ. By adding FEC, we expect to reduce the er-
ror probability experienced at the receivers, and ARQ scheme
performs the remaining error corrections.

Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we give a brief
overview of the MNP protocol, with emphasis on the reli-
ability issues. In Section 3, we propose a hybrid reliabil-



ity scheme using FEC and ARQ, and describe the imple-
mentation details of adding simple XOR code and Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes [7] to MNP. In Section 4, we present
the simulation results on the performance of (MNP+XOR)
and (MNP+RS codes). We review related work in Section 5
and conclude in Section 6.

2. A Brief Overview of MNP

In [4], we presented MNP, a multihop network reprogram-
ming protocol, which provides a reliable and energy effi-
cient service to propagate new program images to all the
sensor nodes in the network over the radio. MNP applies
an advertise-request-data handshake interface. To achieve
pipelining, a program is divided into segments, each of which
contains a fixed number of packets. A source node adver-
tises the availability of the segments of a new program. Once
a node receives an advertisement, if it needs the segment,
it sends a request. To reduce the message collision prob-
lem, MNP uses a sender selection algorithm, in which source
nodes compete with each other based on the number of dis-
tinct requests they receive. The node that has received the
most number of requests is selected as the sender, and all of
its neighbors either receive the segment from the sender, or
go to “sleep” state to save energy. Since the focus of this
paper is the reliability issues, we refer the readers to [4] for
the details of the sender selection algorithm and pipelining
scheme.

In MNP, each packet has a unique ID, from 1 to the size of
the segment, SegSize. Each receiver is responsible for de-
tecting its own loss. Since the size of the segment is small
and pre-determined, a node maintains a bitmap (which we
call MissingVector) of the current segment it is receiving in
memory. Each bit in MissingVector corresponds to a packet.
All the bits are initially set to 1. When a node receives a
packet for the first time, it stores that packet in EEPROM and
sets the corresponding bit in MissingVector to 0.

A node that is advertising maintains a ForwardVector, which
is a bitmap of the advertised segment, and is an indicator of
the packets the node needs to send if it becomes a sender.
When a node sends a request message, it puts the loss infor-
mation (its MissingVector) in the request message. When the
advertising node receives the request, it marks its Forward-
Vector according to the loss information. Therefore, the For-
wardVector of an advertising node is the union of the Miss-
ingVectors in the request messages that the node has received.
A node only sends the packets indicated in the ForwardVec-
tor. We restrict the length of the segment to be no longer
than 128 packets, so that the maximal size of MissingVector
is only 16 bytes, and thus fits into a radio packet.

We implemented MNP on TinyOS Mica-2 [8] and XSM [9]
mote platforms. In the remaining part of this paper, we use
TOSSIM [10], a discrete event simulator for TinyOS wireless

networks, to investigate the effect of adding FEC to the cur-
rent ARQ scheme. Before adding FEC, we ran a simulation
to see the packet loss pattern, which is shown in Figure 1. The
simulation was conducted in a 10x10 network with 10 feet
inter-node distance. The program size is 8.4KB (3 segments,
384 packets). The x-axis is the number of missing packets
indicated by the MissingVector contained in a request mes-
sage. The y-axis is the number of request messages. Since
the segment size is 128 packets, the number of missing pack-
ets ranges from 1 to 128 packets. The peak at the right is the
number of requests that ask for the whole segment (128 pack-
ets). These are protocol requests, used in the sender selection
algorithm. We only consider repair requests, the requests that
ask for less than 128 packets. We note that most of the repair
requests only ask for a few number of packets. For example,
about 50% of the requests are asking for less than 8 miss-
ing packets, 70% of the requests are asking for less than 16
missing packets, 83% of the requests are asking for less than
32 missing packets. The fact that the majority of the losses
are small losses (involving a few number of missing packets)
suggests that a better link is desirable to reduce the number
of requests and retransmissions. FEC can be used to provide
an abstraction of an enhanced link at the cost of transmitting
additional parity packets.
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Figure 1. Packet loss pattern in MNP. 10x10 network, inter-
node distance: 10 feet, program size: 8.4KB (384 packets).

3. A Hybrid Reliability Scheme for MNP

In Section 3.1, we briefly introduce the two (n, k) FEC cod-
ing schemes: simple XOR code and Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes. In Section 3.2, we present the new reliability scheme
for MNP, that is, adding XOR/RS FEC codes to MNP.

3.1 (n, k) FEC Coding Schemes

We consider (n, k) FEC-based approaches. There are two
commonly used (n, k) FEC codes: XOR code, and Reed-



Solomon (RS) codes [7]. For simple XOR code, each trans-
mission group has only one parity packet, which is the XOR
of all the source packets in the group. Therefore, simple XOR
code is a (k + 1, k) code. XOR code is very simple to im-
plement. However, it can only repair a single packet loss in a
transmission group.

RS codes are more flexible. RS codes are based on alge-
braic methods using finite fields. A transmission group can
have multiple parity packets (i.e., n can be any number that
is larger than k). Thus RS codes provide better protec-
tion against losses. However, the flexibility of RS codes is
achieved at high processing costs, in terms of computation
complexity and memory space.

3.2 Adding FEC to MNP

There are two approaches regarding the calculation of the
parity packets. The first approach is to calculate the parity
packets based on the actual packets that are sent in the current
transmission. In this case, for every transmission, the parity
packets are computed and sent. This incurs a lot of encoding
and decoding overhead. Moreover, the receivers have to be
aware of the ForwardVector of the current sender (cf. Sec-
tion 2), that is, the packets that are sent in the current trans-
mission, in order to decode the parity packets. The sender
might need to send the ForwardVector several times in order
to make sure that it is received by all the receivers. The sec-
ond approach is to compute the parity packets based on the
full segment. Compared to the first approach, this approach
is more efficient because the encoding process is needed only
once for each segment, rather than performed for each trans-
mission; and the senders do not need to send ForwardVector
to the receivers. Therefore, we use the second approach.

For each segment, there are a set of parity packets. The par-
ity packets are assigned unique IDs that start from SegSize+1.
A receiver keeps a bitmap of the parity packets, ParityMiss-
ingVector, in memory. The ParityMissingVector is operated
just as the MissingVector in the original ARQ-based approach
(cf. Section 2). All the bits in ParityMissingVector are set to
1 initially. When a node receives a parity packet for the first
time, it set the corresponding bit to 0. We limit the size of
the ParityMissingVector to be no larger than 4 bytes, thus the
number of parity packets ranges from 1 to 32.

When a receiver sends a request, it puts MissingVector, as
well as ParityMissingVector, in the request message. Corre-
spondingly, a source node maintains a ParityForwardVector
(in addition to the ForwardVector in the original algorithm),
as an indicator of the parity packets that need to be sent if
the node becomes a sender. The ParityForwardVector of a
source node is the union of the ParityMissingVector in the re-
quest messages the node has received. Whenever a receiver
receives a packet (either data or parity), it checks to see if
the number of packets it has received is enough to recover

all the missing data packets. If so, the receiver has received
the entire segment, otherwise, it asks for the missing data and
parity packets, and a sender sends the requested packets.

The difference between adding XOR code and Reed-
Solomon codes is the capability of loss recovery and the
complexity of encoding and decoding, as we mentioned in
Section 3.1. Because XOR code can only have one parity
packet and repair a single loss in a transmission group, in or-
der to repair more than one loss in a segment, we divide a
segment into t transmission groups. Each group has a fixed
number (SegSize/t) of data packets and one parity packet.
The parity packet that has ID SegSize+i (1 ≤ i ≤ t) corre-
sponds to the ith transmission group. In each transmission,
the sender sends all the requested data packets, followed by
the requested parity packets. Whenever a node has received
enough number of packets to recover the whole group, it sets
all the bits of this group in MissingVector and ParityMiss-
ingVector to 0, so that the node will not request for packets
within this group any more.

For Reed-Solomon codes, we consider a full segment as a
transmission group, which can have multiple parity pack-
ets. As long as the receiver has received SegSize (or more)
number of packets (either data packets or parity packets), the
whole segment is received. Further optimization is possible.
For example, consider one scenario where a receiver has 11
missing data packets, and has received 8 parity packets. In
this case, the parity packets received are not enough to re-
cover the losses. In order to recover the whole segment, the
receiver only needs 3 more packets, rather than 11. Taking
message losses into account, we allow the receivers to re-
quest for twice the required number of missing packets (k
packets in (n, k) FEC schemes). In the previous example,
the receiver will request for 2 × 3 = 6 packets. This feature
is expected to reduce the number of retransmissions, espe-
cially when the number of parity packets is large. However,
because in MNP, the packets a sender transmits is the com-
bination (union) of the packets that are requested, it is likely
that different receivers request for different sets of packets,
thus the combination of them virtually covers the whole seg-
ment. In this case, this optimization is not effective. We
add one restriction that if a node requests for a subset of the
packets it is missing, it always requests for those packets that
have the lowest IDs, so that it is more possible that the sets
of packets requested by different receivers are overlapping.

4. Evaluation Results

We added simple XOR code and RS codes to MNP source
code, as described in Section 3.2, and used TOSSIM [10], to
evaluate the effectiveness of the new reliability scheme.

In TOSSIM, the network is modelled as a directed graph.
Each vertex in the graph is a sensor node. Each edge has
a bit-error rate, representing the probability with which a bit



can be corrupted if it is sent along this link. Asymmetric links
exist in this model since the bit-error rate for each edge is de-
cided independently. We decide the bit-error rate based on
our experience with Mica-2 motes. Specifically, the packet
loss rate on a one-hop (10 feet) link is around 5%. The loss
rate increases with distance, and after 50 feet, the loss rate is
100%.

We consider two measurements: the completion time and
the energy consumption. A previous study [11] shows that
the time a Mica-2 mote keeps its radio on (i.e., idle listen-
ing time) contributes to the major part of energy consump-
tion. The other parts of energy consumption include message
transmissions and receptions.

The following simulations were conducted in a 10x10 net-
work. The distance between two neighboring nodes is kept
constant at 10 feet. In the current implementation, each seg-
ment has 128 data packets. The program size is 8.4KB(3 seg-
ments, 384 packets). We assume that initially only the base
station, the node at a corner, has the new program.

In Figure 2, we compare the performance of the original
MNP protocol (marked as “No FEC” in Figure 2) with MNP
protocol plus XOR/RS FEC codes. To prevent the random-
ness of a single simulation, we repeated each experiment
three times, and presented the mean value. We found that
adding either simple XOR code or RS codes to MNP helps
improving performance. The completion time and the active
radio time were reduced after we applied FEC schemes to
MNP. For XOR code, when the number of parity packets is
from 4 to 8, the reduction on completion time is about 10%,
and the reduction on active radio time is about 14-17%. In-
creasing or reducing the number of parity packets minuses
the performance gain. RS codes generally perform better
than simple XOR code. As shown in Figure 2, using RS
codes, the completion time is reduced by 9-33%, and the
active radio time is reduced by 10-38%. For RS codes, the
performance improves when more parity packets are used.

In Figure 3, we show the number of transmissions and recep-
tions of the original MNP protocol and MNP plus XOR/RS
FEC schemes. We note that, with XOR/RS FEC schemes,
the number of transmissions and receptions are reduced by
up to 19% and 41% respectively. In general, (MNP + XOR)
scheme has lower number of transmissions and receptions
than the original MNP protocol, and (MNP + RS codes) has
the lowest number of transmissions and receptions among the
three schemes. The number of receptions is largely decided
by the average active radio time, as can be seen from Figure
2(b) and Figure 3(b).

We categorize the transmitted packets into two types: control
packets and encoding packets. Control packets include the
advertisements and requests. They are used for the sender se-
lection algorithm and ARQ scheme. Encoding packets carry
the information that is to be disseminated to the sensor nodes.
They include data packets and parity packets. In Figure 4
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Figure 2. Completion time and active radio time of (MNP
+ XOR) and (MNP + RS codes), when the number of parity
packets is from 1 to 32 packets per segment (128 data pack-
ets/segment). (a) Completion time (b) Average active radio
time per node.
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Figure 3. Average number of transmissions and receptions
per node: (MNP + XOR) and (MNP + RS codes), when the
number of parity packets is from 1 to 32 packets per segment
(128 data packets/segment). (a) Average number of transmis-
sions per node (b) Average number of receptions per node.



(a) and (b), we show the average number of control packets
that are transmitted per node, for (MNP + XOR) scheme, and
(MNP + RS codes) scheme, compared to the original MNP
protocol. In Figure 4 (c) and (d), we show the corresponding
results for encoding packets.

We note that using XOR/RS codes effectively reduces the
number of control packets (up to 44%), especially the num-
ber of requests. For example, when we use RS codes with 32
parity packets per segment, the average number of requests
per node is only 10 (Figure 4(b)), less than half of the re-
quests transmitted per node when the original MNP is used.
As to encoding packets, we note that although FEC schemes
transmit additional parity packets, the number of data pack-
ets, plus the parity packets, is still lower than the number of
data packets transmitted by the original MNP algorithm in
general, with a few exceptions (when the number of parity
packets per segment is 2 or 32 in (MNP + XOR) scheme).

From Figure 4, we can see how RS codes performance better
than simple XOR code. For XOR code, when the number
of parity packets per segment increases from 4 to 32, the ad-
ditional parity packets do not contribute much to recovering
packet losses, but incur higher transmission overhead due to
more redundant packets. As we mentioned in Section 3, the
limitation of XOR scheme is that, only one loss can be recov-
ered in each transmission group. Although we can use mul-
tiple parity packets for a segment by dividing a segment into
several transmission groups, only one loss from each group
can be recovered. In other words, XOR code with multiple
parity packets work best when the message losses are evenly
distributed in the segment. However, in network reprogram-
ming, a large part of the message losses are bursty in nature,
caused by message collisions or channel errors. Therefore,
dividing a segment into many tiny groups, and transmitting
one parity packet for each group using XOR code, is not de-
sirable. By contrast, RS codes can recover message losses
at arbitrary locations. For RS codes, increasing the number
of parity packets in a group improves its ability of recov-
ering message losses. As shown in Figure 4 (c) and (d), for
XOR code, when more than 4 parity packets are used for each
segment, the number of encoding packets increases with the
increase of the number of parity packets; for RS codes, the
number of encoding packets remains the same although more
parity packets are transmitted.

5. Related Work

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error correction
(FEC) are the two basic ways to provide reliability for trans-
mission protocols. All the existing work on network repro-
gramming [1–6] uses ARQ-based approaches for error recov-
ery. In this paper, we propose adding FEC to the ARQ-based
reliability scheme, and perform a case study on MNP [4],
which is a multihop network reprogramming protocol. There

are different types of FEC codes.

We have introduced simple XOR code and Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes in Section 3.1. Both XOR code and RS codes be-
long to block (n, k) FEC codes. A block code has the prop-
erty that any k out of the n encoding packets can reconstruct
the original k source packets.

Tornado codes [12] provide an alternative to RS codes. Tor-
nado codes have lower computation complexity than RS
codes, at the small cost of reception overhead, that is, a (n, k)
Tornado code requires slightly more than k out of n encoding
packets to recover k source packets.

Unlike the block (n, k) codes, Luby Transform (LT) codes
[13] can generate as many unique encoding packets as re-
quired, using the k source packets as input. Each encod-
ing packet is generated randomly and independently of all
other encoding packets. LT codes have the property that the
receiver is able to reassemble the original k source packets
as long as it receives enough number (slightly more than k)
of encoding packets. LT codes are designed for delivering
a large amount of data over high bandwidth internet links.
They have lower computation complexity on encoding and
decoding than RS codes. However, they introduce higher re-
covery overhead because more redundant packets are trans-
mitted. Normally, the number of repair packets are more than
10 times the number of source packets.

6. Conclusions

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) is a commonly used tech-
nique for reliable bulk data dissemination applications in
sensor networks. A typical example of this type of appli-
cations is network reprogramming. All the existing net-
work reprogramming protocols use ARQ as the error recov-
ery scheme. In this paper, we proposed a hybrid reliabil-
ity scheme, which combines forward error correction (FEC)
with ARQ schemes. The FEC provides an abstraction of a
better transmission medium, and ARQ scheme takes care of
the remaining error corrections. We use MNP, a multihop
network reprogramming protocol, as a study case, and pre-
sented the implementation details of adding FEC schemes to
MNP. Specifically, we considered two (n, k) FEC schemes:
the simple XOR code, and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. We
added the two FEC schemes to MNP, and simulated them in
TOSSIM.

The simulation results show that both simple XOR code and
Reed-Solomon codes effectively reduce the number of re-
quest messages that ask for missing packets, thus enable
faster reprogramming and less energy consumption. Adding
XOR code to MNP can reduce the reprogramming time by
1-10%, and reduce the active radio time (which contributes
to the major part of energy consumption) by 3-18%; while
adding Reed-Solomon codes to MNP can reduce the repro-
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Figure 4. The average number of control/encoding packets transmitted per node. (a) control packets transmitted in (MNP + XOR)
scheme (b) control packets transmitted in (MNP + RS codes) scheme (c) encoding packets transmitted in (MNP + XOR) scheme (d)
encoding packets transmitted in (MNP + RS codes) scheme. * 0 - means original MNP (No FEC/parity)

gramming time by 9-33%, and reduce the active radio time
by 10-38%. The message transmissions and receptions are
reduced as well when the FEC schemes are used. We found
that simple XOR code has limited capability of correcting er-
rors (reducing completion time by up to 10% and reducing
active radio time by up to 18%), that is, it cannot deal with
bursty packet losses, which is not rare when disseminating a
large amount of data in large networks. Therefore, increas-
ing the number of parity packets does not help to improve the
performance, only incurs more redundant transmissions. On
the other hand, Reed-Solomon codes are more flexible. It can
deal with any loss patterns. It becomes more powerful at cor-
recting errors when more parity packets are used. XOR code
is very simple to implement, while Reed-Solomon codes re-
quire higher computing resources due to the complexity of
their calculation. It suggests a tradeoff between computation
and performance: if more computation resources are avail-
able, a more powerful coding scheme, e.g., Reed-Solomon
codes, should be used to achieve better performance; other-
wise, a simple XOR FEC scheme can be used for limited
improvement.
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